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Editorial. . 
THE Chicago 'Evetling Joumal h~ inaugurated a movement 
. tha~ deserves the commendatIOn and hearty support of 
every fnend of education in the land. It is entitled to the 
credit of having established a precedent which we hope will be 
followed by the other leading journals of the country, as well as 
by the local press, in providing a comprehensive plan for col-
lecting and disseminating educational intelligence among the 
people. It has, in fact, organized an educational department in 
its columns, with a special editor, Prof. W. P. Jones, "a pra~ti­
cal and accomplished teacher," at its head. In its issue 'of No-
vember 14, five columns are devoted to educational topics. By' 
special arrangement with the school departments of Ohio, Indi~ 
ana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, Kansas, and Nebrask~, 
it is to receive and publish at the earliest practicable dates the 
official opinions and decisions of the departments on all disputed 
questions arising und~r the scnool codes of those states. In the 
language of the editor, "the Journal's ambition is to be hailed 
as the news-gatherer and news-dispenser," leaving to the special 
educational publications like the WEEKLY the work of expound. 
ing the science of teaching and discussing the practical problems 
of education. In the number before us, more than three col-
umns are occupied with items of intelligence concerning the 
schools of the eight states represented by the department, and 
nearly two columns with the official opinions and rulings of the 
superintendents. The matter thus collected is to be published 
in the Saturday supplement of the Journal and also in the regu-
lar weekly issue on Wednesday. 
. ' T?is new departure, as will be seen, contemplates the. dissem-
matIon of the latest news concerning schools, colleges, and edu-
cators, and giving it equal prominence at least with the current 
religious, political, and commercial intelligence ofthe day. The 
Joumal claims that "if professional and business men see educa-
tional 'news arranged in columns parallel with commercial, polit-
ic~l, religious, and other leading subjects of energetic daily in-
qUlry and. report, parents will be inspired with a livelier interest 
in the cause of education." When the magnitu'de and impor-
tance of this cause .in this country are considered, it is surprising . 
that the secular press, so full of enterprise in every direction, 
and so alert to gather up every item of intelligence of interest 
io the people, . has not before conceived this id~a and carried. it 
tnto execution. With 150,00,0 schools, employing 250,000 in-
structors, and expending more than $75,000,000 annually, with 
school prop~rty valued at nearly $200,000,000, and above all, 
with .. the vast social, moral, material, and political consequences 
involved in the right education ofI5,000,000 children and youth, 
it is simply amazing that the press and the statesmanship .of the 
country are not more thoroughly aroused to the transcendent 
importance of the work in hand. 
There is no ~ay. in which the press can more truly increase 
its infh,lence and usefulness than in giving special prominence to 
that cause which possesses the deepest interest to all the people, 
since all the people, under our theory of government, must be edu~ 
cated. As we have ventured heretofore to suggest, if our lead-
ing newspapers will give the same prominence to educational as 
to political discussion, if they will secure the services of writers 
as capable in this department as ip those of politics and finance, 
a sentiment will soon be created throughout the country which 
will sweep away illiteracy and secure to every ~itizen such an ed-
ucation as will fit him for the wise discharge of his duties as an 
individual and as a member of society . . We congratulate the 
Evening Journal that it has had the sagacity to appreciate the 
importance of this subject and the enterprise to lead in a move-
ment which we hope will become universal with the newspapers 
of the country. It should never be forgotten that our educa-
tional institutions are dependent for their material and moral 
support upon the appreciation of an intelligent constituency. 
There is no' subject upon which the whole people should be bet-
~er ' informed. Strange to say, there is scarcely any subject of 
public concern upon which they are not better informed. Vast 
numbers of the nominal friends of education are too ignorant 
of its nature, needs, and details to be able to defend its institu-
tions when attacked, or to yield them that hearty support that 
is absolutely essential to their ·highest success. Let the light 
shine, therefore, .upon these great sources of light. Keep them 
before the people. Welcome eve~y measure ca1culated to pro-
mote the elevation of the race. From pUIely selfish motives 
.alone the press can well afford to speed the progress of intelli-
gence. Newspape'rs can never flourish in an atmospnere of ig-
norance. They can in no way more effectually promote their 
own interests than in joining hands with the teacher, and in 
magnifying his office as among 'the most useful and honorable in 
the community. We extend to 'the Joumal and its Educational 
Department the right hand of fellowship, and bespeak for both 
the hearty ~ooperation and support of teachers and school offi-
cers throughout the Northwest. 
We herewith reproduce a circular to s1udents, recently 
issued by an infamous concern styling itself "The Western Lit-
erary Bureau," and hailing from the city of Chicago. As a 
piece of brazen-faced effrontery and downright knavery we think 
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this manifesto is entitled to a premium. A perusal of the circu-
lar will reveal its true character quite as well as we can delineate 
it. Of all the late 'devices for seducing young persons, especially 
students in our institutions of learning, from the paths of honor 
and rectitude, fhis invention must bear off the palm. When 
. human ingenuity coolly sets itself up in the business of 'making 
merchandise of deception, trickery, and falsehood, · by invading 
our schools and tempting the young to practice such ruinous vices, 
we think depravity has about reached its climax. If these nur-
series of virtue and intelligence are thus to be turned into agen-
cies for the encouragement of dishonor and incipient crime, then 
there can be no hope for the republic, or for a society based 
upon the universal intelligence and rectitude of the people. We 
presume that thousands of these miserable missives have been 
distributed throughout the country. To our certain knowledge, . 
hundreds have been sent to a single postoffice to the address of 
students in a prominent institution of learning, with the obvious 
design of initiating them into the crafty practice of treachery 
and false pretenses. We hope the attention of parents, teachers, 
and especially the directors of public institutions will be 
promptly called to this new scheme of villainy, and that every 
effort will be put forth to detect its perpetrators, aiders, and 
abettors. We should like to know whether the United - States 
mails can be lawfully employed to carry out such nefarious de-
signs, and whether, in the interests of public morals, our postal 
aut~orities cannot be induced to lay a strong hand upon this busi-
ness. It will be !ieen that no responsible names are connected 
with the circular, nor is the local habitation of this swindling 
"Bureau" indicated with sufficient definiteness to make its 
locus readily discoverable. ' ,Conscious guilt is apparent upon the 
face of the publication, and any who may be seduced info the 
folly of responding to its impudent propositions will -speedily 
find themselves illustrating the maxim that "a fool and his money 
are soon parted." 
In connection with this subject we desire also to call attention 
to the very common practice of cert~in classes of obscure per-
sons at a great distance fro'm many of our leading institutions, 
of requesting copies of late catalogues, evidently for purpose.s 
entirely foreign to the objects of such institutions. In many 
cases circulars and other publications of an infamous character 
are addressed to those whose names are recorded in the cata-
logues, with the deliberate purpose of corrupting their morals 
and leading them by stealthy appeals into the broad road to de-
struction. Whenever applications are made for catalogues by 
distant and unknown correspondents, it would be well for the 
officers of our institutions of learning to require responsible 
references,_or else to ' decline a compliance with requests madt: 
under such circumstances. We cannot too carefully guard the 
avenues Of approach to our schools and seminaries while so many 
crafty villains are lying in wait to corrupt and destroy. 
OFFICE OF 
To STUDENTS : 
. WESTERN LITERARY BUREAU. 
. Th~ custom of requiring all students to present graduation essays or orations 
IS arbItrary. All are not easy or natural wtiters; and even those otherwise 
prepared for graduation have not had the discipline necessary to render 
their efforts creditable. 
The- failure to meet this arbitrary requirement acceptal5ly ALWAYS stamps 
the, student as INFERIOR, no matter how brilliant his class record. 
N? amount of discipline can make it possible for some to write even a 
me(ho~e ess~y, at any time during their school years. For such. the time 
spent In forcmg themselves to meet the demaud is worse than wasted. In 
~l other arts, the ABSENCE OF TALENT-!S recognized, and the forcing process 
IS never used, and no disgrace attaches to the student. 
.The above. h?lds goo~ in regard to appointments on the progran,mes of 
Literary Societies and Entertalunents. 
The aim of this Bureau is to furnish Essays or Orations of any length on 
any subject desired; or skeletons, with appropriate quotations and references, 
for any occasion, on short notice, and at reasonable' rates. 
• SUBJECTS AND RATES. 
Scientific and Political, ten pages foolscap, $20.00 
Theological, Biographical,.and Historical, " " 15.00 
The following, and kindred subjects, 8.00 
Avarice, Alcohol, Bonds, Honor, 
Beauty, Discipline, Fortune, Honesty, 
Charity, Effort, Fancy, Hate, 
Crime, Eloquence, Fate, Inspiration, 
Children, Flowers, Health, Justlce, 
Compensation, Food, Heaven, Kindness, 
Conscience, Fruit, Hell, Love, 
Character, Freedom, Home, Little Things, 
Cause and Effect, Faith, Heredity, Light, 
Science, Ministry, Novelty, Orphanage, 
Mother, Manhood, Nonsense, Power, 
Memory, Manners, News, Progress, 
Perverted Gifts, Prayer, Conflicts, RIght, 
Public Opinion, Principle, Courage, Rebuke, 
Rest, Success, Social Right, Sorrow, 
Rivalry, Soul Power, Social Wrong, Sin, 
Self Conquest, . Science, Senses, The Strength, 
Temperance, Truth, Time, Gifts, 
Temptation, Trials, Greatness, Worship, 
Work, Woman, Worth, 
Skeletons, with five quotations, and five or more references by book and 
page, on 
Scientific and. Political Subjects, $10.00 
Theological, Historical, and Biographical, 5.00 
Anyone of the above subjects, 3.00 
Two or three page Essays, monthly or semi· monthly, on minor topics, 1.00 to 2.00 
TERMS INVARIABLY IN ADVANCE. 
Liberal. discount on Graduation Essays or Orations, where the services of 
the Bureau have been employed during the school course. 
For Scientific, Political, Theological, HistoTlcal, and Biographical Essays 
or Orations for public occasions, at least four weeks' time is required, although 
they can be furnished in shorter time, if necessary. All ·other subjects, not 
less than one week. 
The essays when delivered and paid for become the property of the pur-
chas~r. THE BUREAU IS PLEDGED NOT TO BETRAY THE CONFIDENCE OF ITS 
PATRONS. 
Addresses, Speeches, Lectures, and Sermons can be furnished on special 
termg. These have been furni . hed to many prominent persons during the 
past decade by this Bureau. The best talent of the country is employed. 
Please state in your order, your name, (fictitious if desired), and address in 
full, exact age, length of time in school, present-and favorite studies. Also 
enclose your last, or best original essay that YOUR 'STYLE may be studied. 
Correspondence is soliCIted from' those who do not fully understand the aim 
of the Bureau, or who desire special terms. 
Address WESTERN LITERARY BUREAU, 
Chicago, Ill. 
There is 110 duty more incumbent upon parents than the sys-
tematic visitation of the schools. In placing their children un-
der the care of a teacher, however competent, or faithful, they 
in no mann~r relieve themselves of that weighty responsibility 
which belongs to the relation of parent. They rather take upon 
themselves increased obligations, for it is their business to know 
from personal observation that the teacher is faithful to his trust. 
It is their business to sustain him in all just measures for the im-
provement of the school. It is not thelr business to listen to, 
much less to act upon the ex-parte statements or complaints of 
their children. It is their business to know both sides of every ' 
question or controversy that may arise in the administration of dis-
cipline. It is their business to see that their children are promptly 
and regularly at school.- It is their business to counsel and enforce ' 
obedience, to encourage study, to insist. upon courtl!ous and re-
spectful deportment. It is their business promptly to provide 
their children with the necessary books and other material aids 
to instruction. It is, in short, their business at all times and 'in 
all places to exercise that watchful care over the men tal and moral 
development of their children that .inheres in the office of parent 
and renders the cooperative efforts of the teacher in the same 
direction in the highest degree effective. Let these truths be 
proclaimed from the tops of th~ houses and enforced from the 
bottom, and the "good time coming" will not be long delayed. 
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THE GRUMBLER. 
HIS YOUTH; 
H S coat was too thick and his cap was too thin, He could n't be quiet, he hated a din; 
He hated to write, and he hated to read, 
fle was certainly very much injured indeed; 
He must study and work over books he dete~ted, 
His parents were strict, and he never was rested; 
He knew he was wretched as wretched could be, 
There was no one so wretchedly wretched as he. 
HIS MATURITY. 
His farm was too small and .I)is taxes too big, 
He was selfish and lazy, and cross as a pig; 
His wife was too silly, his children too rude; 
And just because he was uncommonly good, 
He never had money enough or to spare, 
He had nothing at all fit to eat or to wear; 
He knew he was wretched as wretched could be, 
There was no one so wretchedly wretched as he. 
HIS OLD AGE. 
He finds he has sorrows more deep than his fears, 
He grumbles to think he nas grumbled for years ; 
He grumbles to think he has grumbled away 
His home and his fortune, hi; life's little day. 
But, alas! ' ti; too late,-it is no use to say 
That his eyes are too dim, and his hair is too gray. 
H e knows he is wretched as wretched can be, 
There is no one more wretchedly wr.etched than he. 
-Dora Goodale (Io years old), St. Nicholas for Dec. 
MOONSHINE. 
Prof. EASTERDAY, Carthage College, Ill. 
THE prevalence of the idea that the moons of Mars may be seen hy the aid of an ordinary mirror is startling. Why these moon-eyed astronomers 
are willing to keep their moon, standing still, stiff and stark, one on one side 
of the planet, and one or more on the other, without allowing them to wheel 
freely around their central orb, surely cannot easily be accounted for on scien-
tific .principles. By such procedure they of necessity deprive themselves of 
the enjoyment of the "mu;ic of the spheres;" for celestial bodies sing and 
shine only as they move unhindered in their way. 
If a pin-head be placed near a glass mirror, and an observation be made 
from a position to one Side, so that the line of vision may be considerably in-
clined to a perpe!ldicular to the. surface of the glass, the image of the pin. head 
accompanied by two or more h.lppy satellites will be distinctly seen. It is 
well that these moons do not evermore revolve about the pin-head, otherwise 
the practical utility of the pin would largely be diminished. 
The facts are simply these: The first dim image is formed by rays reflected 
by the front surface of the gla<;s, without at all passing into the _glass. The 
second. which is the image proper, is formed by rays reflected by the back sur-
face of the glass, passing twice across the thickness of the ·glass. The third im-
age is formed by rays reflected by the back surface, and on reaching the frol'"t 
surface are again thrown upon the back, and then sent out to the eye, having 
passed through the thickness of the glass four times. If the object is sufficiently 
brilliant, still other images may be seen formed by rays which are thrown from 
surface to surface of the glass still more frequently before their emergence. In 
case of experiments with the plain mirror, images seem precisely as far from 
the eye as the distance through which the rays have passed after leaving the 
object and before reaching the eye. It is easily seen, then, that the first dim 
image will seem nearer than the principal one by about twice the thickness of 
the glass in use. The second dim image· will seem the same distance beyond 
the principal one; the next as far beyond this, and so on till the images be- . 
come too faint to be recognized. rhus, we may always depend upon finding 
one moon upon one side of each object under examination, and one or more 
upon th;- other side. The distance from one of these bodies to another may 
be regulated by the- thickness of th~ glass in use. In tIie use of a metallic 
mirror no such moonshine will ever greet the vision of the unhappy observer. 
Again suspend yout: mirrors, then . upon their rusty nails, and let them 
revert to their humble and legitimate li se. Be assured that it is as impossible 
to see the moons of Mars by uSt: of a looking-glass, as it is by the use of that 
optical instrument, from a position "up in a baloon" above Chicago, to take a 
scientific diagnOSIS of the eye of a gnat fast asleep upon the pinnacle of the 
capitol at Springfield, on the darkest night; provided the object under exami-
nation be illuminated by the brilliant extremity of a lightning bug situated at 
a distance from it of three centimeters. 
THE SPELLING REFORM;-WITH NO NEW OR MUTILATED 
LETTERS. 
" Prove all things; hold fast that which is good." 
IN the conception of a perfect orthography a few principles seem fundamen tal, which are at variance with our present system. 
I. Each sound should have a single representative. 
2 . The same .character or combination of chalacters should invariably rep· 
resent the same sound. 
3. The letters of a word should represent each sound heard in the . word in 
the order in which they occur in its utterance. 
4. In spelling, no superfluous lefters should be used. 
The first two of these principles point directly 'to the construction of the 
alphabet; the relIl:aining two to its use. 
After a careful inspection of our written language as it is, with especial ref-
erence to the representation of sounds by letters, I believe the alphabet contains 
a sufficient number of characters to faithfully represent the forty or more 
sounds known to the English tongue. Its fault is that it provides more than 
one representative · for some sounds. ' 
Thus the sound known as " chard" has the representatives c and k; "c 
soft," c and s, etc., while combinations of sounds already provided for are rep-
resented, not by the combination of their characters, but by new characters, 
as; ks and gz by x, kw by fj (with u), etc. This last feature of the alphabet 
might find an excuse and even claim a ~irtue in expediency, if the combina-
tions of sounds thus pruvided for were of .such frequent occurrence in words, 
as, for the sake of facility, to demand!- single chara(;ter. However, as now 
used, x and fj are not only unwarrantable but a source of embarrassment. 
For reasons thus based, we believe that to establish c or k to represent" c 
hard," c or s " c soft," and so on throughout the whole list of interchangeable 
letters, both vowels and consonants, is a step at once acceptable to, and desired 
by the people, and a long stride toward a scientific orthography. All of those 
arbitrary combinations, as, "ough," "phth," "eaux," "eigh," etc., etc., will 
disappf'ar; those puzzling ie';, and et"s will lose their consequence, ahd the 
simple -characters representing the sounds heard in the word will fall in line 
as easily and naturally as the word is uttered. 
Dropping then the letters k, fj, and x, we shall have twenty-three letters, 
which, with powers properly defined, will be found quite sufficient for an 
Am~rican Alphabet. The following is the scheme for representing the sounds 
of our language by this alphabet. To indicate the sounds, the markings used 
in Webster's Dictionary are employed. ' 
Alphabet. Sounds. Digraphs. Sounds. 
a = !t, a ch ch as in chair 
b = b th th as in thin. 
c. = chard th (crossed as in Webster's Dic.) th in thine. 
d = d sh sh m shine. 
e = e, e zh • in asure ( = f nit (n underlined) " in tinker 
g ' = ' g hard 00 00 long and short 
h = h ah or dotted a Italian a loni and short 


























au or aw Broad a 
Modifid Sounds. 
a long before r loses its" vanish in ~" and J>e-
comes IJ as in car~. 
u short before r blends with the vocal element 
in r and becomes obscure ta. 
oi or oy 
'Ou or ow 
Diphthongs. 
oi as in oil 
ow as in owl. 
z = z .. 
Rules of position governing the long and short vowel BOunds, based on the 
relation of conso!lants to vowels. 
I. A vowel has its long sound whim final in a syllable, or when it is the 
principal vowel of a syllable ending in final ~. 
2. A vowel has its short sound when the syllable ends in a consonant. 
Note. In the 'fluent pronunciation of a w~rd the vowel sounds in the unac-
cented syllables are uttered with less force than in the accented, and are al-
lowed to become more or less obscured and verge toward the neutral vowel 
a. This fact, however, does not affect the representation of the sounds, as 
the orthograp'ty of a · word is based on the distinct enunciation of each sound 
in the word. The quantity does not change'the character of a sound, hence, 
strictly speaking, long and ;hort Italian a, long and short DO, t, i, and each 
pair of cognate vowel. sounds needs but a single representative. 
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In this scheme a few of the letters retain special powers which they have 
acquired by, lonll: usage, and which are not inconsistent with the fundamental 
principles of orthography. Thus" e mute " is used final in a syllable where 
it IS not the principal vowel to restore the long sound to a vowel shortened by 
a following consonant. It is then claimed to be in combination with the 
vowel, and is known as final e. 
Y is used final in a syllable to represent i, as the vowel i when final does 
not generally follow the rule so nearly universal with ' reference to the long 
and short sounds of vowels. Such a use of y, already established, does r.ot 
conflict with its consonantal representation, and is for the present allowable. 
• It is the only substitution or interchange of letters given, and its use is gov-
erned by a fixed rule of position. When thus used it is known as "final y." 
. The method of representing sounds by digraph finds its precedent in the 
already acceptable use of ch, th, and sh, from which no inconvenience or con-
fusion, either in the writing, spelling, or pronunciation of a word, has arisen. 
If we add to this list zh for z in azure/ ng with n underlined for n in tinker, 
and, for the present, 00 for 00 long and short; ah (or dotted a) for Italian a; 
and au or aw for broad a, usages already familiar . in hundreds of words, the 
pronunciation of which is always determinable from the orthography, we avoid 
the seeming necessity for nine new characters, at least, for the present, and 
still adhere to the principles laid down as fundamental in framing an alphabet. 
The representation of the cognate vowel sou~ds, as, a and e by the different 
characters as now used, instead of by the same character, as it is more theor-
etical, may be a question worthy of future reconsideration. We leave it to a 
·discriminating public if the change is at present practicable. The fewest pos-
sible changes in our present system that will insure the correct pronunciation 
of the written word, and the correct spelling of the spoken word are all that 
shorild be now attempted, and all that if attempted, we can hope to see estab-
ished. One step at a time and that the most desirable one, will fall in the 
line of the laws of change and progress. 
Th',l5 may we not hope, speedily, in spelling, to be enabled to follow unchang-
ing rules based on distinct enunciation and correct syllabication? These 
must be furnished in a perfect pronunciation. The discussion of these essen-
tial points would be too lengthy for the present paper, but may furnish the sub-
ject matter for a succeeding one, the object of this article being rather sugges-
tive than instructive_ 
, Th~t the proposed plan is at once available, in that no new type is needed, 
IS deCidedly much in its fa.vor. That it is based on an alphabet rules' and 
usages already established makes it at once acceptable. " 
That it remedies the two greatest evils of the present system, viz.: inter-
changeable repres·entation and the use of silent and superfluous letters makes 
it practical. . 
That thou~ands of words already follow the plan, especially those derived 
from the Latin, proves its feasibility. • 
That it leaves work for the future should not condemn it. 
I therefore ask the attention of educators, the Spelling Reform and Philo-
logical Associations, and thinkers everywhere to a careful consideration of 
. the subject. M. E. W. 
CHICAGO, Oct. 1877. 
NOTES ON THE PUBI,JC SCHOOL SYSTEM OF LONDON.-I. 
Prof. J. H . HOOSE, Prin. State Normal and Training S~hool, Cortland, N. Y. 
THE Educational Department is the Committee on Education appofnted by the Crown. 
SUll-SUPERINTENDENTS, OR MANAGERS. 
The public sc~ools of London are organized under the general school code 
of the Empire _of Great Britain. The public schools of the city are managed 
by the School Board for London, which has adopted a code for its guidance 
originally adopting it, as it now is, on Feb. 2, 1876. The city is divided -int~ 
divisions which are properly represented i~ .the School Board. Divisional 
members are e.x:-ojftcio managers of all schools in their own divisions. Man- · 
agers may be appointed other than divisional members in cases when it is 
considered necess!lry., These managers constitute a·Board of Managers. The 
members of the London School Board are elected by the voters determined 
by law. This Board o! Managers recommends the school-fees to be charged 
~lects from among the candidates suitable persons to be recOliun'ended to th; 
SChool Board for appointment as school-keeper (janitor), and for appointments 
as head teachers, assistant teachers, a.upil teachers, and candidates. The 
Board of Managers elects ~ correspondent who reports the minutes of that 
Board to the clerk of the School Board, which holas its regular ~eetings 
quarterly and i~ composed of about fifty members. 
These Managers of Board Schools nominate teachers for appointment by 
the Board, vi~it the schools whenever convenient, to see that the instruction 
. is given in accordance with the regulations; examine periodically the teacher's 
returns; and exercise a general supervision over the property of the Board. 
The Educational Department also requires that the Managers shall attend in 
person, without notice, and from time to time, to see that the pupil teachers 
are instructed by the certificated teachers according to the regulations of the 
Department. 
CORRESPONDENTS. 
Every school under the Board must have some officer, not a teacher, who 
shall be the medium of communication between the managers on the one 
hand, and the Department, the Board, and the teachers on the other. This 
officer is called a corre~pondent, and he is, hence, required to visit the schools 
frequently. All teachers' returns require the signature of this officer. Reason-
able traveling expenses are allowed him, except in going to and from home. 
GOVERNMENT INSPECTORS. 
The inspectors are officers appointed by the Crown, on recommendation of 
the Department, to report concerning the fnlfilling by the schools of the re-
quirements 01 law, to enable them to claim government aid. 
ESTIMATES FOR Ti'If: STAFF' OF TEACHERS. 
The number of teachers allowed in the public schools is as follows: For 
the first thirty pupils in average attendance during any quarter, one certificated 
teacher; for each succeeding thirty pupils, one pupil teacher or candidate; but 
one certificated assistant teacher may be employed for sixty,children in the place 
of two pupil teachers or candidates. 
CLASSES OF TEACAERS RECOGNIZED BY THE BOARD. 
They are: 
I. Certificated teacher;; who have passed the required government exami_ 
nation, and who have also received thereafter their certificates of merit for two 
successive years of successful servi{;e in teaching. This entities them to a 
parchment. 
2. Probationers, who have passed the examinations, but who have not yet 
received their certificates of merit. 
3. Ex-pupil teachers who have completed their term of apprenticeship with 
credit. This term is five years of consecntive teaching, joined with a pre-
scribed course of study, partly optional in .,cience, languages, mathematics, and 
literature, during the time, and b"~un at an age not less than thirteen years, 
being taught in recitation one hour daily the while by a certificated teacher. 
4.- Teachers who have passed the government examination required to en-
ter any of the normal training colleges or approved by the Department. This 
examination is prescribed, as to subjects, by the Department, the colleges 
establishing the standard of passing thereon. 
5. Pupil teachers who must have served a previous period of probation. 
'fhis term of probation consists of one month of successful teaching without 
pay, .and a further service of six months as candidates. They must not be 
under 14 years of age. They are not placed as responsible teachers of classes 
until they have entered upon the last three years of their apprenticeship. 
6. Candidates who must intend in due time to become pupil teachers. 
APPOINTMENT OF TEACHERS. 
The Managers are allowed to nominate to the Board only one candidate for 
each post of head or assistant teacher. 
The names of the other candidates, if any, are kept on file for future refer-
ence. 
The name of the candidate is accompanied with inspector's reports and tes-
timonials from Managers. A personal interview is also necessary with the 
School Management Committee. 
SALARIES OF SCHOOL TEACHERS. 
The salanes of teachers employed by the Board are made up from the fol-
lowing sources: " 
I. A fixed salary, paid monthly-independeut of grapts, etc. 
2. A share in the amount of the government grant upon exilmination or 
lIpon presentation, payable at the end of the year, upon reports. 
3· A payment to head teachers, or principals, for giving instruction to the 
pupil teachers, payable at the end of the year. 
4. A payment for giving instruction in drawing. 
(I). Fixe!! Salary:- . 
(a) For Assiitant Teachers. (A) Ex-pupil teachers receive, for the first year 
of service, $275 if a gentleman, and $250 if a lady; for the second or higher 
year, $300 and $275 respectively. (B) Teachers under probation receive as 
follows: Those who have p!\ssecl t4e certificllte ~xa,IIlin~tion, bllt who have 
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not been pupil teachers nor trained, if of the lowest or third grade, receive 
$300 if gentlemen, and $275 if ladies; if of the second, or grade higher, 
$325 and $300 respectiv~ly.; if 01 the first or highest grade, $350 and $325 
respectively. 
Those who have been pupil teachers,and who have passed the certificate ex..: 
aminations but have had no training; or those who have been trained for one 
year; or those who have been trained for two years, but have not yet passed 
the examinations required at the end of the second year, all of them, if of the 
lowest grade, receive, each, $325 if.a gentleman, and $300 if a lady; if of the 
next grade higher, each receives $350 and $325 respectively, if of the first 
grade, $375 and $350 respectively. 
Those teachers who have been trained two years, and have passed the ex-
aminations for the second year, receive, if of the lowest grade, $350 if gen· 
tlemen, and $325 if ladies; if of the second grade, $375 and $350; if of the 
first grade, $400 and $375 respectively. . 
Those teachers who have parchments, or diplomas, are allowed an increase, 
upon' receipt of it, of $25 if gentlemen and $15 if ladies, and a like additional 
increase for each subsequent "good report" from the government inspectors, 
always provided that the maximum amount shall not exceed $550 for gentle-
men and $450' for ladies. 
(b) For &ad Teackers. To secure, ordinarily, the situation of head teach-
er in the Board Schools, it is necessary that the candidates shall have been 
trained for two years, shall have passed the required examination at the end 
.of two years, .and shall have actually received their diplomas. ... 
It is provided that the salary of a head teacher shall in no case be less than 
$550 if a gentleman, and $450 if a lady,-and that this amount shall be in-
creased, upon approved passing of certIficate examinations, together with the 
increase for a diploma, to $50 if a gentleman, and $30 if a lady; and that 
a further increase, because of valuable experience, of approved superior abil-
ity, as reported by the Management Committee, in each case, considered on 
its merits, shall be allowed of $300 to a gentleman and $200 to a lady, which 
amounts must not be exceeded; an1 that, after appointment, the i,ncrease for 
each" good report" is $50 to a gentleman, and $30 to a lady, provided that 
the maximum salary shall not exceed $1,050 for gentlemen, and $750 for ladies. 
(c) A Furtker Increase of Salaries to assistant and head teachers will be 
made for these qualifications: Ability to teach the full drawing course, $25 to 
both ladies and gentle.nen; for possessing three or more certificates for sub-
jects passed in science, $25 to both; and for one advanced sCience certificate 
to ladies only, $12.50; and a Bachelor's Degree of Arts in any University of 
Great Britain or Ireland, or, in the case of ladies, five special certificates of 
higher proficiency, only two being for languages, granted by the London Uni-
versity,-these shall entitle to an increase of $50 to gentlemen and ladies 
alike. 
(d) For Candidates and Pupil Te.ckers. Candidates, if boys, receive $1.50 
per week, and $1.00 if girls. Pupil teachers who have passed the required 
examination at the end of the first year are allowed $2.25 per week if boys, 
and $1.25 if girls; if they have passed the examinations for the second year, 
$2.75, and $1. 50; if the third examinations, $3.25 and $2.00; if the fourth, 
$4.00 and $2.50 per week, respectively. 
To the above rates there are additions for a full.drawing certificate of $25 
per year to both sexes, and of $25 per year to both for the possession of three 
or more advanced science certificates, and of $12.50 to girls only for one cer. 
tificate of science, selected from the list approved by the Department. 
By "good report" in the foregoing is meant a report which the School Man. 
agement Committee considers good, and has reference not only to the records 
of scholarship and standing noted on the teachers' diplomas, but also to the 
annual reports of the government and of the inspector. In the case of a 
head teacher, the report will not be called good unless the percentage of passes 
by the pupils in reading, writing, and. arithmetic, respectively, shall be satis-
factory to the Committee. The Committee also regards the number of sub· 
jects which are taught in the school. Teachers who give evidence of im. 
proved qualifications by reexaminations will be allowed additional salary due 
therefor.. Teachers with third grade certificates, under probation, are not 
regarded at all-they must have their diplomas first. If for any reason, a 
teacher's salary exceeds at any time the amount which the scale awards, this 
salary continues until the yearly increases shall bring it up to the point. 
( 2 ) Government grants for salaries :_ 
. An augmentation amounting in the aggregate to one·half of the examina-
tion grant, or the grant upon presentation (be it more or less), is divided 
among the assistant (not pupil) teachers, in proportion to the time each of 
them has been employed in the school,-provided that not more than one-
fourth shall be given to a school where only one assistant is employed. 
An augmentation amounting to one-half of the examination grant, or allow-
ance for attendance and for classes taught in school with other pupils or in a 
room by themselves, or upon presentation for attendance, studies, condition 
of the school, list of specified subjects taught.,9uring the year, including the 
number of passes therein as fixed by regulation; for the above conditions, the 
half of the total is given to head teachers. 
When the Department makes a deduction from the whole grant on account 
of faults of inst~ction, discipline, or registration, the same proportionate de-
duction will be made from the examination or presentation grant to be paid 
to the teachers. When the grant is withheld for an absence of singing upon 
the course of studies (twenty-five cents per pupil), or for Ii failure in the reo 
port of "excellent" in organization and discipline (thirty cents per pupil), 
or of "good" therein (twenty-five cents per pupil), the total amount disal-
lowed is deducted from the examirration or presentation grant allowed the 
teacher. When the deduction is because of imperfection in the building-no 
portion of the sum deducted is taken from the grants upon examination or 
presentation. 
(3) Payments for Instructing Pupil Teachers:-
Head teachers are allowed $25 per year for giving instructions to each pupil 
teacher if a boy, or $20 if a girl, provided they pass the examination at the 
end 01 the year, that is set by the government inspector. The same is allowed 
on account of candidates, under like conditions. It is provided that no head 
teacher shall teach more than six pupil teachers or candidates per term, and 
under no circumstances shall be allowed pay for more than six. 
(4) Payment for Instruction in Drawing.-The whole of the grant for , 
drawing, with,the exception of $5.00 deducted for expenses in conducting the 
examinations in the Science and Art Department, is divided among the actual 
teachers of drawh'g, other than pupil teachers, in proportion to the amounts 
earned by their pupils respectively, provided always that tbe teachers are 
qualified by the Science and Art Department to teach in respect of the branch-' 
es of drawing which they have actually taught. 
In the matter of the incre~ing of salaries, teachers must have served at 
least one ~ull year in one of the schools of the Board. In estimanting the 
amount of the increase note is taken of the "good reports" of the govern-
ment inspector, of the regular and punctual attendance Of the pupils, of the 
qualifications to instruct the boys in music and in drill. and calisthenic exer-
cises! and of giving instruction, if an infant-school, in music' and kindergarten 
exercises . . 
FEES PAID BY THE PUPILS. 
The local managers, having regard to the social 'status and condition of 
the people residing in the neigilborhood of a school, recommend the amount 
of the school fee. This recommendation, if first approved by the School 
Management Committee, then bY,the divisional members, and lastly by the Ed-
ucation Department, becomes the legal rate for that locality. The minimum 
weekly fee is tWQ cents, and the maximum eighteen cents. The fee for each 
child in one department must be the same. Pupils attending as half-timers 
pay half-rate fees, if they be not below two cents per week. The managers of a 
school may recommend the following for any department of a school :-"When 
two or more children of the same family . attend the same department of a 
school, the second and further children shall be admitted at half fee, except 
when the fee is two cents." If this is approved, it guides the collections. 
The Divisional Committee may consider, upon application, the cases for 
remitting fees, and the duration of such remission. 
The fees are collected by the teacher on Monday ~orning for the ensuing 
week, and by him paid monthly to the Pay Clerk on his visit. rwo weeks in 
default causes a notice to be sent to the Committee and to. the parents. The 
children of out-door paupers attend school upon tickets of admi~ion issued 
to them by the guardians of the poor, who thereby become responsible for the 
fees of the children. 
If every teacher in the country would subscribe for this or some other equally 
valuable aid in his or her work, the results would be most gratifying • . In-
deed, we have often thought that it would be a judicious investment for coun-
try school districts especially, to appropriate a few dollars annually to be ex-
pended in publications intended for their teachers' advancement.-Indtpmdmt 
Republic, Plainwell, Mich. 
It seems to be what its name indicates, and if the succeeding numbers are 
lik~ the first, the journal will be worthy the attention of all teachers.-Supt • 
H. S. Baker, Pierce Co., Wis. 
. Read the note ill- Publishers' Department this week referring to last week'lI 
Issue. 
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Reviews. 
THE Coquelfe. A Tale of Love and Pride. By the author of "Miserrimus." (Philadelphia: T. B. Peterson & Bros. Chicago: Hadley Bros. & Co'.) 
-This is a curious literary concoction. The general plan is after the usual 
recipe for sensational novels. Take as large a number of lords and ladies as 
can by any possibility be made use of, give them the necessary amount of 
vanity and silliness 'as a lightening quality, add a spice of wickedness and af-
fectation, the fruit of knowledge and virtue, then stir in as many unusual quo-
tations, histoncal allusions, adjectives, and exclamatIOns as it will hold, inter-
spersed with a little wit, and serve with a sauce composed of the author's pet 
whitns, and you have the thing complete. Person~ who confine themselves 
to this sort of mental and moral diet are apt to lose relish for more substantial 
food, and end in moral dyspepsia. It sh<?uld never be given to young persons 
whose habits and thoughts are yet unformed. 
While this novel has the bad characteristics of its class, some of its charac-
ters are remarkably well drawn. The attorney Trash, who desired above all 
things to be considered handsome, and, on account of the termination of his 
nose, always presented" what artists denominate a three-quarter face" when 
talking with his acquaintances; Jargon, whose "whole object in life was to 
express hitnself logically and perspicuously"; Mrs. Sillival, who 'affected the 
youthful until she fell a'Victim to senility, are worthy of Dickens himself. 
The hero and heroine are not above the average, and the denllilment is unsat-
isfactory. . 
1M Holy Roman Empire. By James Bryce, D. C. L. (New York: Mac-
millan & Co. Chicago : Jansen, McClurg & Co., pp 479. Price $2).-This 
work, as originally prepared, was published about four years ago; last year 
it was revised and several additions and corrections were made. The scope 
_ of the w.ork will be indicated somewhat by the following headings of chap-
ters: The Roman Empire before the Invasion of the Barbarians; The Bar-
barian Invasions; Restoration of the Empire in the West; Empire and Policy 
of Charles; Carolingian and Italian Emperors; Theory of the Medireval Em-
pire; The Roman Empire and the German Kingdom ; Saxon and Franco-
nian Emperors; Struggle of the Empire and the Papacy; The Emperors in 
Italy: Frederick Biubarossa; Imperial Titles and Pretensions; Fall of the 
Hohenstaufer; The Germanic Constitution-the Sev~n Electors; The Empire 
as an International Power; The City of Rome in the Middle Ages; The Re-
naissance; Cbange,jn the Character of the Empire ; The Reformation ,and 
its Effects upon the Empire; The Peace of the Westphalia; Last Stage in 
the Decline of the Empire; Fall of the Empire; Conclusion: Gen~ral Sum-
mary_ Following these is a supplementary chapter on The New German Em-
pire, and an appendix. It w'iJI be seen from these that the object of the writer 
was less to give a detailed narrative of historical events than to present a view 
of the Holy Empire as "an institution or system, the wonderful offspring of a 
body of beliefs and traditions which have almost wholly passed away from 
the world." The supplementary chapter, though sketching the rise of Prus-
sia, the state of Germany under the Confederation which expired in 1866, and 
the steps whereby the German nation has regained its political unity in the 
new Empire, yet seetns to properly belong to the whole, as the great events 
of 1866 and 1870 reflect back so much light upon the previous history of Ger-
many, and need, in order to be properly understood, to be viewed in their re-
lation to the character. and influence of the dId Empire. The work in its 
present form is one of great value to the real student of European history. It 
is refreshing to read from such a book after following through the pages of a 
mere historical narrative. In this one may see the philosophy of history, 
while the mere details are made subordinate,-are shown rather as results 
than as causes of governmental changes in the nations. It is a work which 
every scholar, especially every student of history, will be sure to possess. 
A" Outline of General History for the Use of Schools. By M. E. Thal-
heimer. (Cincinnati: Van Antwerp, Bragg & Co.)-The excellent Manuals 
of history already written by Miss Thalheimer and published by Van Antwerp, 
Bragg & Co., have given her a rank among the historians of the day. But 
as these Manuals, one of Ancient History, and one of Medireval and Modem 
History, and also her History of England, are too large for use in the com-
mon schools, Md as there is said to be a need of a book of sufficient size and 
comprehension to give the common school student some general knowledge 
of the world's history, this Outline has been prepared chiefly to meet that want. 
It is designed to furni~h a system of classification for future reading, or to af-
ford "needed intelligence concerning nations whose present movements con-
stitute a chief interest of our times." The style is simple and plain, and the 
arrangement of the whole is very clear, so that any pupil who is .prepared to 
undertake the study will find -no difficulty in conceiving and retaining a cor- • 
rect idea of the hi~tory of the world as here given . 
The book consists of 355 pages, of which 126 are devoted to " The Ancient 
World," 70 to "Medirev'al History," and 12R to "Modem History." "Amer-
ican Affairs" are not given a very prominent place, only seven pages being al-
lowed for that subject, one of these seven being given (and no more) to South 
America. Miss Thalheimer has done just what several authors have done 
before her-undertaken an impossibility, the writing of a history of the world 
within the compass of a common school book. The omissions must be too 
numerous to permit it to pass as a perfect work, and the judgment of the 
author will not at all times agree with the judgment of critics and teachers 
as to the relative importance of historical events. 
The publishers have brought out the work with their usual skill. No pub-
lishing house in this country can excel them in the engraving and printing of 
maps, and in this book are to be found some ·of ·their fiMst work. The maps 
are large and numerous, and form a very valuable part of the volume. 
A Song and a Sigh. By Rose Porter, author of "Summer Driftwood"; "The 
Winter Fire"; etc. {New York: A. D. F. Randolph &Co.)-This little vo~me 
is a pearl of price amidst much worthless and worse than worthless fiction of the 
season; and it is good to commend its p re and' beautiful pages to every fireside. 
The tale is meaning-full, and full of interest, pressed home in the tenderest way, 
as many a heart will silently acknowledge. With this, we bave an outgrowth 
of all good, and beautiful, and true illustrations, strewing every page with 
. rich and attractive meanings, so that, as it lies upon the table, one may turn 
any leaf and find mosaics of excellence, sure to set themselves in the heart 
and memory. No one can read and love Miss Porter's works, sweet with 
mingled story and Christian teachmg, without a better and more earnest pur-
pose in living. Certainly for young people they are the very b~st of books, 
inciting, el.evating, winning, and guidin~ unto the truest aims, and surest hap-
piness. 
Tolmson's New {hliv~n<11 CvclojJa:tiia. The first three volumes of this great 
. work have been separately noticed in these columns. The fourth and last has 
for several weeks lain on our table. It is compr:,ed in 1,556 pages of the 
cyclopredia proper, an appendix of 204 pages "emu :icing supplementary arti-
cles, and articles received too late for insertion ill their order," and 31 pages of 
testimonials. The testimonials, though not exactly of a cyclopredic character, 
are indicati~e of the general-almost universal favor .with which the work has 
been received by the leading scholars and j .urnalists of this country. It is 
conceded that the work contains several thousand more subjects than any 
other work of the kind puhli.;hed in thi, country, but it is claimed, with some 
propriety, that as a cyc/op(1!dia, the cataloguing of all the townships and post · 
viJlages in the United States cumbers the volumes and swells the aggregate 
list of subject;; to the sacrifice of c·mvenience in handling and perhap. cheap-
ness in cost. While it would have been possible to add still many thousand 
subjects and names to the list already contained, it m ght have been possible al-
so to leave out many which are to be found m each volume, and still not have 
impaired its value and completeness as a cyclopredia proper. The difficulty of 
editing such a work With consistency and propriety is il!lmense, and whatever 
lack of unity or harmony there may be in the treatment of subject, of relative-
ly greater or less importance is easily overlooked, from the fact that the work 
is not thus rendered any less complete, but is made to fiJI a greater want of the 
people,-that of a tmiversal popular m cyclop(1!dia. The convenience of 
having a dictionary, gazetteer, and cyclopredia in four volumes which may 
lie within easy reach is highly appreciated by every student and writer, and 
it is not improbable that in actual use Johnson'S will be resorted to far more 
frequently than any other, though they may all be shelved together. 
Among the noticeable articles in this last volume are several on scientific 
subjects, particularly that on the Transits of Venus and Mercury, by Prof. S. 
Alexander; those on Twilight and Twilight Bow, by the same author; the Un-
dulatory Theory of Light (17 pages), By Prest. F . A. P. Barnard, the Editor; 
Vegetable Histology and Physiology, by Prof. G. L. Goodale, of Harvard Uni-
versity; Water (18 pages), by Prof. C. F. Chandler. The article on the United 
States was written by Prof. Francis A. Walker, and covers 28 pages. An in-
teresting article on George Washington was written by Alex. H . Stevens, and 
a longer one on Washington City, by A. R. Spofford, Libarian of Congress. 
This latter is finely illustrated. Woman's Rights is written up very minutely 
by Susan B. Anthony. 
The Supplement, or Appendix, presents the latest discoveries and "investi-
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gations in science. For instance, the names of 34 asteroids are given, which 
could not be done wh~n UJ.e first volume was published, as they have all 
been discovered since Feb., 1874. Magneto-Electricity is extensively treated 
in the appendix by Prof. Geo. F . Barker, Warming and Ventilation by Prof. 
C. B. Richards, Weight5 and' Measures by Prest. Barnard, who also gives a 
brief sketch of the Presidential Electoral Commission. 
- It is unnecessary to repeat the commendations of Johnson's Cyclopredia. 
The work has already become well known. Its cheapnesss, in comparison 
with others as pretentious, its fullness, its accuracy, all combine to 'render 
it in reality the most "popular" cyclopredia for the ordinary sfudent. The 
signatures appended to all the important articles, the freshness and reliability 
of its scientific articles, the diversity of talent employed in them, and the com-
pleteness and yet concisenes.s with which the subjects are treated will be ap-
preciated by every lover of science who wishes to have a handy volume for 
reference constantly within his reach. 
The work is sold only by subscription . The agent is Mr. C. G. G. Paine, 
whose ad~ress is P. O. Box 235, Chicago. 
====================== 
Correspondence. 
FROM AURORA, ILL. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY:. 
IN an edit<?rial of November 8 you say : "It is creditable neither to the comm<;m schools nor to the intelligence of this country that fifty per cent 
of the candidates for admission to the Military Academy and fifty -eight per 
cent of those at tbe Naval Scbool at Annapolis are rejected for incompetency, 
when it is known tbat the requirements are only of tbe most elementary sort." 
There are some common schools to which your percentage does not apply, 
and one of them is the West Aurora school, in the Fourth Congressional Dis-
trict, ont Itundred per cent of whose candidates have passed the required ex · 
amination and been admitted to West Point. 
Robert Hall, now Major and Adjqtant at West Point, was formerly a pupil 
in this school. 
Adam Slaker, recently appointed a Lieutenant in the regular army, who' 
graduated at West Point in the class of 1877, standing the eleventlt in rank, 
was a graduate of the West Aurora school in 1871. 
Will H. Allaire, recently adtpitted to West Point from the Fourth Congres-
sional District, is a graduate of the class of 1877 of the same school. 
I call your attention to the foregoing facts, believing that you desire to 
"give honor to whom honor is due." F. O. W. 
AURORA, ILL., Nov. 19, 1877. 
COUNTY TEACHERS' LIBRARY. 
To THE EDITOR OF TliE WEEKLY: 
YOUR Richland correspondent is justly proud of the work in the direc-tion of county libraries; but I claim for Waukesha County, Wis., the pre-
cedence in time. In the fall of 1874 and spring of 1875, subscriptions were 
received at the teachers' examinations and meetings, and the money was ex-
pended in books for a library. to be kept in the County Superintendent's office. 
I believe there were 40 or more volumes on hand and in use during the fall 
of 1875. Of its preSent condition I am not informed. This work was, I be-
lieve, the first of the kind in the state. It grew out of suggestions at the Mad-
ison meeting. 1. N. STEWART. 
To THF. EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
I see in the last week's issue, just received, a communication from Wiscon-
sin describing a teachers' library. Macon County, Ill., has a similar institu-
tion. For a year or more. a County Tea,chers' Association, meeting once a 
month, has been sustained. Last spring, in connection with this Association, 
a teachers' library of professional books was started. It now numbers about 
fifty volumes and' is kept in the rooin of ' the Decatur City Library. Each 
teacher paying a dollar is entitled to draw books therefrom. For the conven· 
ience of those living at some distance, the books drawn out may be retained 
for four weeks. . 
The Association has just entered on a new venture in editing an educ'3:tional ' 
column in the city papers. The attempt bids fair to be a success. . 
DECATUR, ILL, Nov. 13, 1877. 
Respectfully yours, J. E. BROWN. 
ANSWERS. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
IN No. 44, on page 301, I find among questions-I. "Should the teacher talk very loud ?" 
The teacher should-be natural. His tOIre should be free. 
.3· "Should we keep pupils after school to learn lessons?" No. Pupils 
fail, be~ause theJ; can not or will not learn. If the forme~, then they deserve 
no pumshment; If the latter, then pay your attentions earlier in the day. 
4· "How may we best secure good order in going dowp. stairs?" 
10. ,. Is a very slow movement in order to secure quiet to be recommended? " 
The answer to 10 will cover 4. 
Establish your school step to be taken at all times while in the sc;hool-build-
ing. It need not be very slow, but it must be deliberate, and must be adhered to. 
9. "Is it well to have a Roll of Dishonor?" 
-Would you kick a Jtlan who has fallen? 
13. "Is not a two-hour session without a recess too long?" 
It depends upon the age of the pupils. Primaries ouglzt to have a ten-min-
ute recess cut out from each hour. 
15. "Should examination papers be preserved?" 
Yes. Why not conduct the affairs of a school on a business basis? Keep 
exact, complete records. 
16. "Why do we find so much school apparatus out of order, and yet not 
very old?" 
Lazy teachers. L. W. BRIGGS. 
MANITOWOC, WIS., Nov. 22, 1877. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
Have received two numbers of your valuable publication. I am pleased 
with the ability displayed in its editorial management and its tonto Am some-
thing of a novitiate ~ for · this reason I am constantly on the alert for sugges-
tions whereby I may improve my methods. In this school we are daily em-
barrassed by tardiness. Despite all diligence, enthusiasm, and devotion, it 
exists and increases as the days "shorten." What can be done? All our 
teachers take THE ~DUCATIONAL WEEKLY and admire it. G. 
QUERIES AND ANSWERS. 
ANSWERS. 
[The answers are numbered to correspond with the queries which have preceded.] 
52. The solution of No. 52 on page 265 appears to me unsatisfactory from 
the fact that it is not evident that the result obtained must meet the require-
ments. I suggest the following: The L. C. M. of 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 is 60, and 
60 is 4 more than a multiple of 7. By inspection we see 5 X4+1 = a multiple 
of 7 ; hence 5X OO+I is a M. of 7 and also a C. M. +1 of 2,3,4, 5, and.6. 
5X6o+l=30I. By the continued addition of the L. C. M. of 2,3, 4,5,6,. 
and '7 (420) we obtain a series of numbers, each of which fulfills the condi-
tions of the problem,~301, 72.1 u41, 1501, etc. B. 
The problem may' also be solved by the use of the tests for divisibility by 2, 
3,4, 5,· 6, and 7. Thus the tests for 2 and 5 give I as the unit's figure for 4, 
or 2, 4, 6, or 8 for the tens' , etc. B. H. BEGGS. 
• 70. It becometh your Carthaginian servant, Mr. Editor, to answer query 
70. In Prop. 29, Bk. 4, Loomis' Geometry, we find this caption: "If from a 
point without a 'circle a tangent and a secant be drawn, the square of the tan-
gent will be equivalent to the rectangle contained by the whole secant and its 
external segment." Now, we conceive of a great circle of the earth in whose 
plane are the summit of the mountain and the floating light. The summit of 
the mountain is the " point without the circle." A line from it to the floating 
light is the tangent " to the circle," and a line from the same point passing 
through the center and extending to the opposite side of the earth is the "se-
cant." Letting d represent the distance from the summit to the light, k the 
height of the mountain above the level of the sea, and x the diameter of the 
earth, we have, from tlie proposition ;' 
dS=(x+h)k, whence, 
d S _h2 
• 
x=-It-. -, Q. E. D. L.F.M.E. 
The following solution of D. H . Davison's example was furnished by Theo. 
J. Smersh, a lad fourteen yean; of age 'in the Maquoketa, Ia., High School. 
It is entirely his own work; and he has not yet studied algebra one year. It 
was serit by Prin. C. C. Dudley, of Maquoketa. 
x+y+z=5 (I); xyZ=lo (2) ; XB+yB+zB'=7of (3). 
Squaring (I) and subtracting 2XB +2y 8 +2ZB::::141 




4YZ = ~o . 
:I: 
Adding (4) to (5), Xl -2XY-2XS+y8+2YS+SI = 116+12 
x 
(6) 
Extracting square root or' each side of (6), x-y-z=..J [ I 16+~ ] (7) 
Adding (I) to (7), 2x =5+..J [II6+~J (8) 
Transposing and squaring in (8), 4XI-20X+25=II6+1? (9) 
. x 
Clearing offractions and transposi.ng in (9), ~B - 20X8 -9Ix-4o==G (10) 
Factonng' in (10), (x-8)(4X~+12X+5)=o 
x =8 
Reducing, 4XB+I2x+5=0 
:1:= -lor -Zi , " 
But as all the unknown quantities enter into the equations in the same man-
ner or symmetrically, the three values of x represent the values of the un-
known quantities x, y, and Sf taken in any order. 
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Colorado. 
LAST Friday the teachers and friends of education generally, in Jefferson county. met at Golden and orgamzed a Teachers' Association, the first ses. 
sion of which was held on Friday and Saturday. Prof. Shattuck, State Superin· 
tendent of Schools, was present and assisted in the organization. Rev. R. L. 
Stewart took the chair and G. W. Buell, L. S. Smith, and Miss Mary Har-
rison were appointed a committee on organization. The committee reported 
that .the ~ame of" Teacher.:' Association of Jefferson County" be adopted; 
that Its object be the mutual Improvement of teachers and the advancement of 
edu~tion; that all teachers and friends of education may become members. 
!heir report was accepted, and the following officers were then chosen: Pres· 
Ident-Rev. R. L. ~tewart; , Vice President-G. W . Buell; Secretary-Miss 
Mahan. The exerclses.of Fnday.were "Practice in Reading" (illustrated with 
a class of fou~een p~p:!s), by MISS Clark . of the Wheatridge school; "Pres-
entatIon .0f1\nthm,ehc, G. W. Buell; .. Ili,tory," Miss Mary Harrison; and 
the re~dmg~ by MISS Darrow, of an essay on "American Public Education." 
The dlscuss~on of the subject of school government closed the exercises of 
the day, which were enlivened by instrumental music. In the evening, the 
tea~hers ~d many of the town's people met in the M. E. Church to listen to 
an mterestmg lecrure by Mr. Shattuck, on " What Shall we' Teach, and How 
Shall we Teach?" On Saturday the following subjects were treated: "Pen-
manship," by G. W. Buell; "Grammar," Mrs. C. M. Jones· "Drawing in Pub~c.Sch~Is,t' Miss Em~a ~utch~rs; "Geography," Miss Mahan; "Arith-
metic III Pnmary Schools, MISS LIzzie Ewing' "Comparison of Number" 
Miss Emma Butcher. State Superintendent Sh;Uuck enlivened the exercis~s 
by a reading, and also answered off.handed and satisfactorily the written ques-
tions sent in through the medium of a hat passed around for that purpose. The 
discussion of subjects relating to school matters, and the election of an execu· 
tive committee, composed of the President, Vice· President, and Secretary cf 
the ~ciation, closed the session. The exercises throughout boL1I days were 
very lIlteres~ng, and each subject, as it came up, was ably treated and elicited 
the fullest discussion. The people of Golden hospitably entertained all memo 
bers who came from a distance, and gave them cordial invitations for the next 
year. Altogether the initial meeting of the Jefferson county teachers may be 
regarded as very successful, and their association seems to have fairly entered 
upon a long career of pleasure and usefulness.-Dmv~r Tribun~. 
This was by far the most successful association yet held in the state,-best 
in point of numbers, best in the interest shown by teachers and citizens, and 
best in the promptness and ability with which every part of the programme 
was carried out. A gentleman, lately arrived from New England, who was 
present, said: .. I get a very exalted opinion of your teachers from what I 
have see1\ and heard here." 
Dakota. 
THE dedication of the new High School,room at Yankton occurred on the 3d of Nov., with appropriate exercises, the chief of which was an ad· 
dress by Rev. Charles Seccombe of Green Island, Neb., at one time Professor 
in Carleton College at Northfield, Minn., on a "Liberal Education," showing 
what it is and emphasizing its value.--Prof. G. E. Culver, recently an in· 
structor in Whitewater, Wis., Normal School, is in charge of the graded school 
at Vermillion the present year, and is credited with excellent work in organ· 
izing and in conducting it thus far. He has four departments and the follow-
mg named assistants: Miss C. E. Bradford, Primary; Miss J!. E. Daboll, 
First Intermediate; Miss Della Shirk, Second Intermediate. Prof. Culver 
made a very favorable impression at the Territorial Institute, held at Yankton, 
Sept. 3-7, and is heartily welcomed among us as a leader m our educational 
affairs.--Territorial Supt. Caton is magnifying his office this fall in favoring 
and attending county institutes. ,Four of these, one at Yankton, another at -
Swan Lake, a thire at Canton, and the fourth at Elk Point, have been already 
held with good results to.the cause.--Sioux Falls, Canton, Elk Point, Ver· 
million, and Yankton schools now have male princip~ls, which was true, one 
year ago, of but two of these places. This fact shows that these schools are 
increasing in numbers and that the people are spending more money upon 
them, though not necessarily that they are better conducted. If the figures 
could be secured, 'the readers of the WEEKLY should see the enrollment and 
attendance at these five points. As it is, we can only tell of the growth at 
Yankton in .the past twelve-months: 563, 507, and 482, the total enrollment, 
average enrollment, and average !lalf-daily attendance for the fir~t month of 
the fall term, being an increase of 1 II, 124, and II9 respectively, in the three 
items, over the figures for first month of fall term, I876.--A very successful 
institute was held at Elk Point during the past week, under the management 
of Prof. Wernli, of Le-Mars, la., and County Supt. W. H. H. Fate, assisted 
by Territorial Supt. Caton, Supt. Barber, of Yankton county, and Supt. Bridge-
man, of Clay county. A large number of wlde·awake teachers were in at· 
tendance and an earnest and harmonious feeling prevailed throughout. 
Arkansas. 
THE extract from the Spirit of Arkansas published in THf; EDUC~TI~NAL WEEKI.Y of Oct. 25 is liable to give wrong impressions concerning eauca· 
tion in this state. To one who has some acquaintance with the school syste~ of 
other states, the assertion that this state has "as good a school law based upon 
as good a system, with as good, earnest, and hard working a State Super.inten-
dent as any state in the Union," requires some modification. Even 'If the 
law were the best possible in every other particular, it lacks in one vital point; 
it not only does not make ample provision for the support of the public schools, 
but actually prevents the people from doing so if they wish ~o. The. ta~ is 
limited to five mills on the dollar, to be determined by a vote 1D each dlstnct. 
Considering the low assessment, in many districts this is not sufficeDt to main· 
tain a six·weeks' school during the year, allowing the minimum salary for a 
teacher, and that to be paid in state script worth sixty or sixty.five cell:ts on 
the dollar. This limit, which cannot be exceeded even by the unammous 
vote of the district, virtually abolished public schools in many districts, and 
made good ones impossible in many others. 
In making a comparison. between the system o~ to·day an.d that under the 
"Radical rule," the author . of the above-mentIOned artIcle forgets that 
the latter required a school to be taught in every district .in !he state. , The 
present law leaves it optional, and the result is that many dlstncts are Without 
schools. Tlun the schools of the leading cities and towns comp.ared fav~ra?ly 
with those 1D older states. The Fort Smith schools are now 1D a flounshmg 
condition (the result of the labor of B. G. Roots of Illinois). But Little 
Rock cannot show the excellent school system now of which she boasted 
several years ago under the superintendence of Prof. N. P. Gates. The present 
head of the schools in that city, and the doctrine of the School Board, have 
driven away many of their best teachers. This doctrine, which prevails large· 
Iy throughout the state, is that foreign teachers should not be employed. For 
this reason, old, experienced teachers have been refused' reemployment, and 
their places filled by young, inexperinced ones much to the detriment of the 
schools. 
What we need IS that the public schools' shall be mor~ "heartily supported 
by the goV'ernor and leading men and women of the state." So heartily, that 
our legislators shall extend the elective limit of local taxation for ' school pur· 
poses, and not reduce the general school tax one half as was done by the last 
general assembly; that our school officers shall be anxious to obtain the best 
teachers whether they come from Massachusetts or Arkansas; and that our 
leading educators and school officers shall aim to improve fundamental edu· 
cation, rather than to please audiences with high·sounding lectItres, or papers 
on abstruse, profound subjects. We need first principles w~l/taught in all our 
schools. . 
Notwithstanding the difficulties with which, we must contend, there are 
men in the state who labor earnestly for the desired end-a good superior 
school system. A few CJlcellent schools show the result of their labor. M. 
Michigan. 
THE autumn series of State Teachers' Institutes under the direction of Superintendent Tarbell closed with the institute at Galesburg on Nov 2. 
Although the enrollment has been less than was hoped on account of the fee 
charged,-a cause that will be almost entirely removed after this fall, still, 
more than om tkousand teachers have been instructed m better methods of in· 
slniction, governing, and managnig, and a spirit created both in teachers and in 
the.people that will make better schools. Professors Truesdel, Corbin, Gower, 
SmIth, Bellows, Putnam, Crissey, and McLouth, and Mr. and Mrs. Ford have 
been the chief assistants to Mr: Tarbell in these institutes. The Superintend. 
ent's public lec~res t? the people during these institutes have been worth 
mor~ than ten times. hiS paltry salary in stimulating and enlightening public 
sent~ment upon pracbcal educational subjects.--President Angell, of the Uni. 
versIty, at the recent meeting of the Evangelical Alliance in Detroit, gave an 
able address upon" The Relations of the American Colleges;to Christianity," 
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in which he successfully refuted the charge sometimes made that the colleges, 
since "commons" have been to a considerable extent abandoned, and since 
the employm~nt of tutors as spies has gone out of fashion and young men 
are left more to the exercise of their own moral responsibility, are not doing 
as much as formerly for the cultivation of Christian character. He also very 
earnestly opposed the notion, in some places prevalent, that the greater col-
leges and universities are hot-beds of infidelity.--All the departments of 
the University seem to be well patronized this year. r-In the medical depart-
ment there are now 280 students; law, 358; literary, 440; dental, 33; homre-
opathic college, 66.--,The following statistics of the Saginaw City public 
scnools for 1876-7 are taken from Superintendent Gower's report : total en- , 
rollment, 1,564; average number belonging, 1,145; average daily attendance, 
1,073; number of teachers, including superintendent and two specials, 29; 
cost of ' tuition per capita, including cost of superintendence, $12.76; total 
receipts from a1l sources for educational purposes, $39,885.18; assessed val-
uation of property in the district, $1,531 ,437 ; cash valuation of school property, 
$100,000; population of district (1874) 1O,064:--From Superintendent Fair-
field's report tor Septeinber and October of this year we learn that the Howe1l 
puhlic schools have enr01led 443 pupils, the av~rage number belonging being 
407, and the average number attending, 386. Ten teachers ,are now employed ' 
and the Board of Education recently determined hereafter not to employ any 
teacher having no certificate higher than the third grade. 
Iowa. 
THE public ~chool IJl1ilding of Chariton was burned on the evening of the 29th ult . This building wa.~ the finest in tlle city, having cost when 
built, some ten years ago, over twenty thousand dollars" The insurance, 
$10,000, will almost replace the building. Temporary quarters have been se-
cured in several of the public halls. A good portion of the furniture, appara-
tus, and books was saved. The origin of the fire is a mystery.--Prof. 
A. C. Ross, of Tipton, is managing editor' of an educational column of The 
Tipton Adv~rtiser.--Miss , M. M. Jerman likewise conducts an educational 
column in the Washington Gazette. Miss Jerman is the highly. esteemed 
county superintendent of Washington county.--The teachers of Mahaska 
county have a Teachers' Library which has been in successful operation for 
over a year. This is a grand move in the right direction - one that must be 
of incalculable value to the progressive teachers of the county.--Miss Kate 
H\ldson, county superintendent of Clinton county, recently issued a pamphlet 
designed to secure uniformity in methods of teaching and branches taught in the 
public schools of the county. It embraces hints on government, including the 
arrangement and management of school-rooms; hints on teaching ; and a course 
of study for eac)l grade. Miss Hudson distributed these pamphlets gratuitously 
throughout the county. --E. S. Burris, Esq. superintendent of schools of Des 
Moines county, gives publicity to the f01l0wing facts and figures relative to 
the condition of education in that county; No. ungraded schools in the ~oun­
ty, 79; Graded schools, II ; Average months taught, 7 ~ ; No. of teachers em-
ployed, 212; No. persons between the ages of"S and 21, 12,064; No. enro1led 
as pupils, 6,829; Average attendance, 4,151; Cost. of tuition per month, $1.52; 
No. volumes in school libraries, 204; No. certificates granted, 203; Compen-
sation of county supt., $792.--We regret having misrepresented our Ot-
tumwa friends in an item a few weeks ago, by saying,-"The study of Latin 
has been abolished in the Ottumwa public schools." Supt. Stuart has called 
our attention to the error. He,says: "Latin is an obligatory study during the 
first two years of our High School course, and elective the last two years. 
That it is one of the most popular studies, is shown by the fact that almost all 
of the pupils elect Latin during the last two years." 
Illinois. 
THERE can be no excuse for the chaotic condition of many district schools. The attention which has been given to the grading of ungraded schools has 
resulted in an amount of literature upon that subject which, if properly studied, 
will prepare any teacher of ordinary intelligence to put !!is school into "ship-. 
shape.~ ' It is time that those who pretend to understand the art of teaching 
should demonstrate that they have mastered the simpler principles of. their 
art, or should step aside. Will the new superintendents and those who are 
reelected signalize their adminstration by making a concerted movement all 
along the line in the direction of grading these schools ? 
To those who have recently entered the teachers' ranks we would say, Don' t 
forget the State Association; write "Springfield, Dec. 26-8," where your eyt: 
will fall upon it se:ven or .eight times a day. The expense will not be great and 
the advantages derived Will more than compensate you for the outlay. You will 
catch. inspi.ration fr?m the enthusiastic crowd. You will see some of your pet 
methods dissected m the most approved style. doubtless, and will be surprised 
to learn that some of the experiments that you are maklllg have been tried by 
scores before you. You will get impulse enough to stir you for the next six 
months. Don' t fail to go if going is among the possibilities. 
MR. Ray, of Byron, succeeds E. L. Wells as County Supt. of Ogle. Mr. 
Wells was not a can<;lidate. for reelection. He retires with tlle satisfaction of 
knowing. that he has won a reputation second to no other supt. "Wells of 
Ogl~" Will doubtless respond to Association roll-calls , however, from force of 
' hablt.--The Sullfvan 70urnal eulogizes the schools of that town. They 
are in charge of B. F. Sto.cks.--S. M. Badger is reelected Supt. of Mason 
county.--Mr. Ben Allensworth, of Minier, was elected Supt. of Tazewe1l 
county. He is a graduate of the Illinois Normal school and a teacher of 
marken ability. He had charge of the Elmwood (Peoria Co.) schools for , 
three years, and left there intending to abandon the profession. He after-
ward reconsidered his decision and has been teaching at Minier for some 
time. He is a speaker of unusual force, knows what constitutes a good school, 
and we look for excellent things from him.--Chas. P. Schwer is principal 
of the Grammar school in W. Belleville.--Mr. Shaw was elected Supt. of 
Clark county. 
A correspondent sends the following queries: 
(I) When did the English language spring into existence? 
(2) Where would the State Normal have to be situated on the earth's sur-
face that tlle sun might shine ill at the North door perpendicularly? 
(3) At what point is food converted into flesh? 
(4) If the hypothenuse of a right triangle be 35, and the side of an in-
scribed square 12, what are the other sides of the triangle? 
(5) Why does a prism decompose light? 
Supt. Smith, of McLean county, is winning a fine reputation as a reader. 
His rendition of selections in dialect is unsurpassed by any reader before the 
public. He gives, indeed, an exceedingly interesting entertainment. Teach-
erS who are endeavoring to supply their schools with reference books or other 
apparatus can secure him for a small consideration, and have' the satisfaction 
of giving their people a superior treat, and of supplying a fund for the purpose 
named.--Mrs. A. E. Sanford, of Bloomington, takes the place in the Mon-
ticello schools vacated by Miss Reed, the Superintendent elect.--S. S. Hamill, 
the elocutionist, 'is now connected with Illinois College.--We were in error 
in stating that Supt. Miller was reelected in Bureau county. G. B. Harring-
ton is the man, formerly principal of schools at Tiskilwa.--Mary Allen. 
West was reelected superintendent in Knox county by a large majority.--
Mr. Pennington is elected County Superintendent of Jersey County.--The 
Stephenson County Institute was held at Lena, Nov. 12-16. Jonathan Piper, 
the well· known agent for I., B" T . & Co., was in charge. The Institute was 
well organized, the order being excellent, and the work sugg~stive and help-
ful. Mr._Piper's long experience in this kind of work has made him un-
usually efficient. He has a keen sense of humor, which serves to keep the 
teachers good.natured, and has a unique way of saying even common-place 
things, that renders them doubly impressive. He was assisted by Dougherty, 
of Mt. Morris, Ferris, of Dixon, Knepper, of Lena, and the editor of this 
department. An evening lecture was delivered by each of the above-named 
persons, except Mr. Knepper, and by the State Superintendent. Fridayeven-
ing w.as occupied by a few members of the Institute, and by Mr. Piper. The 
people of tbe town turned out in mass, filling their spacious high school room 
to its utmost capacity, every evening. The daily attendance of citizens was 
also very large. Mr. Knepper, the principal of the Lena schools, has had 
charge since September; i)e is doing excellent work, if outside indications 
may be relied upon, and they are generally faithful witnesses. Mr. Potter, 
the present superintendent, soon: retires from office, and Mr. Krape, the super-
intendent elect, assumes the official robes.--The senior class -at Rock River 
Seminary conducted the Thanksgiving exercises. They consisted of music, 
orations, declamations, and essays. This institution is in a flourishing. condi-
tion.--The programme for the State Assbciation iS ,about ready for publica-
tion. It will be found in these columns next week, probably. The. sessions 
will be held in the Representatives' Hall. Let the Association be given a 
place and habitation. It has been: an itinerant long enough. What place 
more suitable than the Capital of the state? The hotel as:commodations are 
ample, and the Capitol is sufficiently "enclosed" to afford shelter and warmth 
to the school-masters and school ma'ams that will wander thither. All that 
are in favor of the motion say aye:--They have a new school house at 
Genoa. It is occupied for the first time this week.--The students of the 
Illinois Wesleyan University have revived The Alumni <Journal, under the 
name of The Studmts' 70urnal of the I. W. U. ' 
The 25th session of the Illinois State Teachers' Association will be held De-
cember 26-27- 28, at Springfield. Papers will be presented oy Dr. J. M. Greg-
ory, Dr. Newton Bateman, Dr. J. W. Bailey, Dr. Kendricks, Dr. Allyn, Prof. 
S. H . Peabody, J . L. Pickard, Dr. James McCosh of Princeton, .New Jersey, 
and other prominent educators. Among the topics discussed will be Exam-
inations, Public High Schools, County Superintendency, Public Morals in 
their relation to Public schools, etc., etc. The railroads will return members 
at one-fifth fare and the hotels have reduced their rates. A full programme 
will appear in our next week's Issue. 
WISCONSIN.-J. H. Chamberlin, principal of public schools at Black River 
Falls, has our thanks for a neatly printe_d course of study. This shows that 
tuition is charged in the High School at the rate of fifty cents a week; in 
the grammar departments, forty cents a week; primary and intermediate, 
twenty-five cents a week,; instrumental music-piano, organ, and guitar, $10 
per term of 24 lessons.--The citizens of the First Ward in Milwaukee 
formed a Public School Association in 1874 for the 'purpose of promoting 
public education, encouraging culture, developing social life, and fostering 
general improvement in the interest· of all the people. Last April a meeting 
of citizens of the First Ward was held, and a committee appointed to report 
'upon the enlargement and improvement of the public school grounds of the 
ward. In September the committee reported, through Prof. R. C. Spencer, 
Chairman. The report has been published in pamphlet form, and accom-
,panying it are the remarks made on the occasion by members of the Asso-
ciation, and an outline of its different departments.--Mr. Millard was elected 
county superintendent in Green Lake county, and Mr. Tobin in Waushara • 
., 
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\ NOTES BY THE WAY. 
TILTON SCHOOL-TURNER JUNCTION-WAYNE-ELGIN-HUNTLEY-GENEVA-
WHEATON COLLEGE. 
R C. SMYER is principal of the Tilton School in the town of Cicero, • Cook county. Miss Alice Mooney is teacher of the intermediate de· partment, and Miss Eliza Hunt, of the primary; 109 pupils are enrolled. The 
building is a stately structure-three stories above the basement, much larger 
than the present needs demand. Prof. Smyer is doing good work, although 
his predecessor is giving him some annoyance. 
The teachers at Turner Junction are Misses H. F. Yakeley, L. Lunn, M. 
E. Beach, E . H. Daniels, and an assistd.nt in the high school. Numb ~r of 
pupils enrolled, 260. The principal, Miss Yakeley, is a teacher of large ex-
. perience, having taught several years afCorunna, Michigan, also at Kan~akee 
and Delavan in this state. Much attention is given to natural sCience. 
Through the proceeds of school exhibitions, valuable additions have been 
made to the library and apparatus. Miss Smith is now teaching the grammar 
school during the temporary absence of Miss Lunn. 'A spieit of promptness 
pervades the school work throughout and leaves a favor~ble impression ~n 
the mind of the visitor. We were very much pleased with the exercises In 
the primary school under Miss Daniels. The work done in Miss Beach's 
department was no less satisfactory. . . . . 
At Wayne we met Miss E. L. Huff, a teacher of much expenence In Rock-
ford, Aurora, and other schools. The people of this pleasant little post-village 
are fortunate in securing her services for another term. 
Elgin is a beautiful city situated OD both sides of the Fox River in Kane 
county. It contains upward of eight thousand inhabitants. Its churches, 
-.banks, business blocks, and mills present a grand appearance. The school-
buildings are not the pride of the town, but the schools that are being taught 
in them are of such a character that one loses sight of Ideals in brick edifices 
and reBects upon the mind-culture, the moral stamina, the thorough discipline 
which are attained here. Supt. Brydges is at the head of the public school 
work. Miss E. E. Kenyon, a lady who has for the last five years taught .in 
Elgin Academy, is now principal of the high school. She is assisted by MISS 
Fraser. In the same building we met Miss Nettie E. Burdick, gr~Ular 
school; MISS SeymQur, intermediate; Miss Nellie Smith, second pnmary, 
Miss Ida L. Root, primary. At the church builqing, Miss Adelia J. 
Kendall, late of Dundee, has the lar.gest deplftment. Miss K. was a stu-
dent at the Valparaiso Normal Institute last fall. Mrs. M. L. Greene 
assists in this department. Miss Ida Kee has a primary school upon the 
same Boor. There are three teachers employed upon the second Boor, 
namely, MibSes White, Lawrence, and Yocum. At the old brick build-
ing, Miss C. C. Harvey is princpal, and has three assistants. The object 
lessons and general exercises which we hSk l, · d to in Miss Julia H. 
Allen's room were of a nature calculated to make well informed pupils. We 
saw little to criticise and much to commend in all of the departments of this 
school. We recommend those persons who would like to see a model p~i~ary 
school. to -:isit the one taught by Miss Eva L. Lamming in ano~er bUlld.mg. 
We Will give a separate report of this >chool at some other Ume. MISSes 
Ferron and Roberts are teaching the northwest school. A written examina-
tion was being held here. The questions were prepared by the superintendent. 
Mrs. S. J. Sn.ith is an experienced teacher; she has an able assistant. The 
school-room is adorned by home-made-charts, pictures, images in plaster of Par-
is, and many other little ornaments which the tasteful teacher can arrange so as 
to make the schQol-room a very pleasant place for the pupil. Miss Moxan 
teaches the school at the Watch Factory, We spent a pleasant hour with Prof. 
and Mrs. Sears at the tea-table and fireside. For more than half a dozen 
years have they been faithful instructors in the Elgin Academy. The build-
ing is a very fine one and has a pleasant location. The school is highly 
spoken of and Nell sustained. Many teachers of good standing go out from 
this institution each year. Teachers of superior talent make up the faculty. 
,(he Public Reading Room ·6f the city is well filled with papers am! good 
books. It is largely patronized. The Northen Insane Asylum is located in 
this place. There arc nearly 700 inmates. 
At Huntley there are four teachers. The school-building, of cream-colored 
brick, was erected in 1875: 
At Geneva five teachers are employed. Mr. C. E. Mann is principal, also 
superintendent of schools in Kane county. Prof. Mann had no opposition 
at the late election, his name appearing on eight different tickets. Mrs. M. 
P. Guves teaches the gra.nmar department in the Geneva public schools; 
Miss L. B. Trimble has charge of the primary, and Jennie W. Brown teach-
es the intermediate department. An exercise in forms, with a large class at 
the blackboard, was very interesting. A gentleman teacher is employed for the 
second grammar school. On the east side of the river Miss Todd teaches 
the only school. The pupils in the high school have age and scholarship suit-
able for candidates for teachers of our common schools. 
At Wheaton, Prof. Morgan, teacher of natural science in Wheaton College, 
gave us a most cordial welcome. A club composed of young ladies and 
gentlemen students take meals together in the spacious dining hall. Religious 
traDing receives due attention. The COJ'gregational church of Wheaton have 
a very fine chapel on the secon~ Boor of ,the main building. . At the chapel 
meeting of the . students we nouced a large attendance of ladles and gentle. 
men. Prof. Blanchard read a few passages of Scripture and closed with reo 
marks rendered in. a most eloquent and effective manner. The College Ruorti 
is published in the interests of of the institution with Mr. Nutting ~ editor. It 
merits patronage from the students and teac~ers. 
Subscriptiol!-s taken for the WEEKLY thiS week, 16, for the PRACTICAL 
TltACHBR, 10. ' A. H. POR-TEll, 
Official Decisions. 
IOWA. 
THERE is no provision of law giving a board of supervisors authority to excuse a county superintendent from his obligation to visit schools. 
2. The law fixes only the maxImum time for which a certificate may be 
given. The minimum is left to the discretion of the county superintendent. 
3. If a teacher is engaged who is found to be a person not suitable to 
teach, he may be removed from the school for good cause, in either of the 
two ways; by a revocation of his certificate, in accordance with section 1771, 
and notes, S. L. 1876, or be dismissed by the board, after full investigation, 
as provided in section 1734, and notes. 
4. If a teacher IS at the school·house at the pioper time, and remains dur-
ing school hours, he is entitled to pay therefor, according to his contract. 
whether pupils are present or not. 
5. After Jan. I, 1878, the law (section 1836, last sentence) will be strictly 
enforced. Payment for postage in advance will be required with the affidavit. 
It is impossible to tell what amount of postage will be needeu in each case, 
and one dollar will be required, to cover all needed postage. This will un· 
doubtedly re ·imburse the state for outlay of postage in appeal cases. 
6. The city of Burlington extended its city limits under an act passed by 
the Sixteenth General Assembly; and in accordance with views expressed by 
Supt. Abernethy and Attorney General Cutts, the authorities of the Ind. Dist. 
of Burlington believed that their territory as an independent district was cor· 
respondingly increased. They therefore asked for an injunction against the 
school authorities of the outlying portions, restraining them from collecting 
taxes, which they claimed was the prerogative of the Ind. Dist.ofBurlington. 
The lower court and the supreme court sustained the demurrer to the petition 
for an injunction. This decides that the extension of city limits does not de· 
stroy the existing school districts in the territory so annexed. 
C. W. VON Ca:LLN, 
Superintendent of Pubhc Instruction. 
DES MOINES, Nov. 23, 1877. 
----~· -IL-L-I-N-O-I-S.-----
The State Supreme Court has decided as follows: 
Upon a petition on the part of Trustees of schools of town 40, range 13, 
Cook county, for a mandamus to compel the School directors of District 13. 
in the same township, to pay over to William C. Hazelton, the Township 
Treasurer, the sum of $13,750, which the Board of School Directors had bor· 
rowed and receIved by the issuing and sale of bonds of the district. The 
School Directors refused to pay this money to the Township Treasurer, setting 
up as a defense: First, that the Township Treasurer had failed to take and 
subscribe the oath of office required of him by law; second, that the demand 
had not been made by the Trustees theIDSelves; third, that Section 62 of the 
School law, making the Township Treasurer the cutodian of "all moneys, 
books and papers of every description belonging to his township, does not 
apply to moneys belonging exclusively to the school district; as, for example, 
money obtained by sale of district bonds. Held by the court: 
I. That Township Treasurers of Schools are not required to take an oath 
of office. 
2. That Township Teasurers are the only lawful depositaries and custo-
dians of all district school funds, includtng moneys received by the Directors 
from the sale of district bonds. 
3. That if demand lor these moneys is made by the Township Treasurer. it 
is not necessary to show demand by the Trustees.-Set RI. Reports. flol. u.nx., 
pp. su·srs.-Chieago journal. . 
Practical Hints and Exercises. 
HOW TO LEARN GERMAN.-NO. V. 
By DIl. ZUIl BllnCK&. 
DER glliserne Wassff·BehiJllff, the glass fish·tank. A glass aquarium eight or ten inches in diameter is placed before the pupil. Two or 
tItree golden fish are swimming in the clear water; at the bottom of the tank 
there is sand and gravel. The teacher introduces the subject of the lesson as 
follows: " Iell: selu flor mir tUtm Wasser·belUilltr," I see before me a water· 
container (an aquarium). "Z'llMigo/tlme Fiselze senwimfMn in tiem Wasser," 
two golden fishes swim in the water. "Un/m auf tiem Bodm des Wasser· 
bell/Uters isl Santi wui Rus," below. at the bottom of the tank. there are sand 
and gravel. The teacher may now question his pupils as follo,ws: "Friis, 
sielul au am Wasser·beWter'" ""n/worl:" ja. iell: selu am Wasser.·btnt'i/· 
Iff." "He;nricll:, was scll:wimmt in aem Wasser.behiJller?" .. Zwei go/tlme 
Fiselu scll:wimmm in tlur, Wassser·behiJller." Lma I"ul nne Frage, Lena 
asks a question: "Herr Lt"rer. sc"wimmm aie Fisc"e im Wasser, oder im 
Wasser·btWler ?" AnlwfWI:" Du Fise"t sc"wimmnJ im Wasser untl das 
Wasser isl im Wasser·behiJller; flerslelul au tias'" do you understand that? 
AnI-worl: " ja. Herr Le"rer, ull: flersle"e.aas; au Fiselu u"wiml1l111 im 
Wasser ulla aas Wasser isl im (inaem) Wasser·"beWter." Der Lel,rer fragl, 
"Karl, mtin Frnmtl. flerslelut tiu tias r' "jo, Herr Ltll:rer, ull: flersleM 
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das." Heinrich spricht (speaks): "Ick vet'Steke oas." Louise spricht: ! 
"Herr Lekrer, ick versteke das." . Der Lekrer sagt, "£ek seke Sand 
auf dem Boden .des Wasser·bekalters" (I s~e sand at the bottom of the 
tank). Frage (question): "Lena, siekst du Sand auf dem Bodm des 
Wasser·beklilters?" Antwort:" yo, ich seke Sand auf dem Bod~n des 
Wasser-behlilters." All say the same in turn, " Ich uhe Sand auf don Boden 
des Wasser-behalters." The teacher now pours gravel from one hand into 
the other, saying," Ick sehe Ries in meiner Hand." Again he asks: " Karl, 
was siekst in meiner Hand?" "Ich sehe Ries it: des Lehrers Hand." · Each 
pupil responds at the same time, " Icn sehe Ries in des L~hrers Hand." This 
is a concert exercise, though each answers for himself, or herself alone. 
(Wir seken = we see) . Rhume: The teacher and the .pupils in concert re-
peat," Wir sehen die Fische sckwimmen. Die goldene Fische schwimmen im 
Wasser. Wir sehen das Sand und den Ries. Das Sand und der Ries sind 
auf den: Boden des Behalters. Der Wasser·behalter ist aus Glass gelllacht." 
Question: "Ist er"rund?" (Litelally, is he round?) "Ya, der Wasser·behal-
ter ist rund und ist aus Gll/ss,"(ls of glass). "KOnnen die Ftsche schwim-
men?" "Ya, die Fische konnen schwimmen." "Karl, kann ein Fisch 
schwimmen ?" "Yo, er kann, (yes, he can). "Heinrich, kannst du im 
Wasser schwimmen?" "Ya, ich kann." 
Remark: Not a word need be translated; the similarity of sound in the 
words, the motions and looks of the teacher, and even the law of association 
. will aid m dispensing with all translatIOn, so that the pupil may pass a pleas-
ant twenty minutes in speaking German alone. 
NOTES FROM AN EVERY-DAY BOOK. 
TH.E less~ns .of energy, prudence, and frugal~ty which you are now teach-mg, WIll, If properly learned, form the baStS of a splendid manbood. 
The ladder of fortune is a curiou; piece of workmanship : If one leaves it 
to try some other mode of ascending, he must then begill at the bottom round 
again. He cannot come back and start where he left off. 
Without energy and prudence, there can be no great success,-no. enduring 
force of character. 
The art of forgetting is a blessed art ~ but the art of overlooking is quite as 
important. Most teachers see too much and remember too many of the short-
comings of their pupils. Life is too short to be worn out in petty worries, 
frettings, and vexations. 
The most desirable quality a teacher cJ.n .possess is a good temper. It is a 
pretty sure pa"port to succe<s. The influence of a bright, cheerful, sunny 
disposition is not small in the grand sum·totai of an education. 
"Es,;entially to benefit and to improve the many upon the road of life is a 
work fraught with difficulty and teeming with danger" - Colton . 
Accustom yourself to think vigorouily. Deep, cardul, and intense thought 
is absolutely necessary if greolt results are louked for. 
Change is the eternal law of nature. Th<!re i; no such thing as standing 
still. You are either gro.wing mentally, or your mind is becoming weaker in 
its grasp. 
The blessing of a school-room IS good order. Its ornaments are neatness, 
civility, and orderly deportment. Its happiness is contentment. 
Vanity IS our dearest weakness in more senses than one. There are two 
place,;, however, where it is positively disgusting-in the pulpit and in the 
school-rmUJl. 
"A few good books well studied and thoroughly digested nourish the un-
derstanding more than hund·reds gorged, as ordinary students use them." 
"We should not ask who is the most learned, but who is the best learned." 
Give us the teacher wh·, has himsdf or herself well in hand. who is cool 
under all annoyances, and who has absolute control of the temper. 
Be useful. At home, at school, in the street, in the neighbor'S house, on 
the playground,-every day we shall find opportunity for usefulness. 
There is much good in a hearty laugh. The life principle is shaken to its 
innermost depths, sending new tides of life and strength to the surface, thus 
tendmg to insure good health. 
Solemnity is not nec>essary to the dignity of the school-room. There must 
be a lively interest. felt by the teacher in what he is saying; his manner, his 
language, must be animated. It is the teacher's business to keep -his pupils 
wide awake and interested. 
. The teacher must take pleasure in his work. He must not go about it in a 
listless manner; but with alacrity and cheerfulness, remembering that while 
thus working for others, he is laying the sure foundation of his own success 
in life. 
Make yourself indispensable in the ne;ghborhood in which you are em-
ployed. Be so careful, prompt, anJ useful that the accident of your absence 
will be missed. Don't be fastidious, but show your willingness to do all that 
is expected of you. _ . 
" I do with my friends as I do with my books-I would have them where 
I could find them, but I seldom use them.":-Emerson. 
When there is no recreation or busine,ss for thee abroad, thou mayest then 
have a company of honest old fellows in leathern jackets in thy study, which 
may find thee excellent divertisement at home." 
No educatiori is complete that does not teach the young to do, to act, to per 
form. We want actors as much as we want great learning and high culture. 
The successful men of the world are those who can accomplish the ends of 
life, who can, by their own encrgy and skill, bring about grand and useful re-
sults. J. M. DE ARMOND. 
WHISPERING. 
EVERYWHERE the query comes to me, "How would you st9P whis· pering?" or, " What would you do with whispering?" and, from its 
unversalityand frequency, I should judge it to be the one trial of the peda-
gogue's life. At the outset I should not deal with it as a sin. It is an annoy-
ance, but it requires very different handling from lying, stealing, slander, etc. 
To begin-I should exert myself, to the farthest exent, to 'make my schpol, 
from morning to night, interesting. I would leave nothing undone that I 
could do to render my school-r<?om, myself, and my classes attractive. I 
would see to itthat my boys and girls are busy all the time. 
Then I would not expect to bring my school to perfection in a day or a 
week. I would work away on these more necessary matter · for a while, and 
then if whispering _ or other disorder seemed in the ascendant, I would try 
putting the golden rule, "Whatever ye would," etc., on the board, in full sight 
of everyone, and reducing all short-comings to a violation of this most compre-
hensive law. With a large percentage of the offenders a few arguments will 
suffice; and I know of no better argument to follow this than the clear neces-
sity there is of all of us learning concentration of thought. . Emerson says a 
want of this is the sin of the American nation. Our pupils want to learn 
very soon, that when they have become capable of studying earnestly and 
continuously for an hour, without thought-wandering, they are making the 
best of progress, whether they have finished many books or not. I would 
therefore teach them kindly, buNirmly, the need of there being no communi-
cation during study:time, however great the necessity may seem to be. 
By pnd by, for persistent disobedience and the annoying of those about 
him, I may find it necessary 'to do something more. Frequently the teacher 
says to a boy, "Were you whispering?" or to the entire roo~, "Who is whis. 
pering over in that corner?" Now the teacher is in fault, and wilL probably 
be compelled to back ungracefully down from her positioll, or fight the matter 
out in a most uncomfora~ble way, and perhaps be defeated in the end. As 
before the .aw, we cannot compel a person to correct himself; and in the lat-
ter case, all pupils dislike to report each other, and everyone who re-
members his schoOl-days knows how unpleasant such a proceeding makes 
' life for the one who complies with the teacher's demands. It is better 
quietly to Observe, and when the appearances are unmistakable, call the 
offer.der to account at oncc. He may plead that he was reading or talk: 
ing to himself, or doing some other improbable thin\r; to all of which I should 
pay no ,attention, giving hini distinctly to understand that the appearances were 
precisely what I did not want, and that I had carefully observed for a long 
time, and thought it not best to allow such cases to pass by unnoticed. Pupils 
sometimes say they cannot keep froD;l communicating; and with such people 
I know of no better plan than to take them at their word and proceed to doc-
tor them as "sick persuns." Prescribe a seat alone, perhaps, with their faces 
turned toward the corner or side of the room. For those who seem to be 
chronic cases, an exercise in "much t8.J.king" after school serves often as a 
curative. Place a good sentence on the board, and set the troublesome one 
to studying or saying it over. With a little child that is continuously trouble-
some by his much tal~ing, a clean bandage tied around his mouth aids his 
memory. But, after all, pains and penalties are only for extreme cases; and 
I believe if the teacher does all she ought to do to render her school a cheery 
and busy place, the infliction of punishments will be seldom resorted to. 
K.B.F. _ 
In the WEEKLY ot Nov I, C. C .. inquires regarding whIspering, asking ex-
perience. Teaching is primary, keeping order secondary. I believe in self. 
gove!nment acqUired under the supervision of parents and teachers. The 
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child, young or old, should neit be educated as if it were intended that he 
should be a slave, yielding a blind, enforced obedience to the judgment or 
caprice of another, but as a free, rational being, to distinguish for himself what 
is necessary or proper under given circumstances. Between the bounds of 
good manners and legal offenses there is room for a great deal of ill conduct, 
and the child accustomed to restraint, on finding himself in church, lecture· 
room,.or social gathering, with no" Thou shalt not," sounding in his ears, 
renders himself obnoxious by turning his freedom into license. I have no 
rules whatever. It works well. Give all plenty to do, but let it be varied, espe-
cially for the younger pupils. Show them they can not do two things at once 
-whisper and learn. Tell them what is proper-better still, act so yourself. 
Call their attention to misconduct regretfuIJy, not angrily. Ask their personal 
opinion of certain conduct. Incorrigible ones talk to kindly, privately; if 
this fails, punish them, not the whole school, by making liars of them, for that 
is the common way of evading such rules. You will have some whispering, 
but much less lying, and pupils taught to think for themselves. Experience 
confirms practice. ¥y pupils, as a rule, ask permission to speak. 
DISTRICT TEACHER. 
TWO WAYS. 
BY PEARL MONTRCfE. 
HWILLIE WHITE, go back and shut the door." 
Wille goes back, and although he conquers his desire to bang it 
he makes noise enough to cause the teacher to frown more darkly. Then he 
strides with the air of a victor to his place and takes out llis books with a de-
cided emphasis. 
"Will you please close the door Willie? You forgot it. 
The door is cheerully closed, and with no angry thoughts to occupy his 
'mind, Willie quickly and quietly commences study. 
"James, as you seem to have no lesson to learn, you may as well fix the fire." 
The boy's face flushes perchance with shame, more probably with anger, 
for the teacher's tone indicated tyranny, and he draws a book from the desk. 
"James I told you to fix the fire." -
James seizes the poker and pokes the fire viciously, wishing he dared use 
half the force in punishing the teacher. 
"Mean old thing," is his mental ejaculation, "might fix his own fire, but 
I'll roast him, though." 
The pail of coal is rattled and shaken until its contents disappear, the pail 
and poker drop noisily to the floor and the boy shuffles his· way to his seat and 
resumes hi~ former employment, which in his ex?ressive vocabulary is charac-
terizedas "doin' nothin'." 
Another teacher, seeing one of his pupils idle, pauses a moment and in a 
low, kind tone says, "James, if you can spare the time, will you please fix the 
fire?" . 
_ The boy does quickly and carefully as a favor what he would preform re-
luctantly as a punishment. The teacher attentively conducting a recitation 
has time to smile a low "T.hank you James," as he passes, more than repay-
ing for the trouble. 
Somehow the lesson grows interesting and the "Thank you James" ling~rs 
pleasantly in his ear. The boy's ·rough voice catches the mild intonation of 
the teacher's, and although the mental comment, "He's a brick: knows how 
to trt:at a feller" -may not be particularly elegl!-nt and refined, it is at least 
very heartfelt and sincere. , 
We need not multiply illustrations before presenting the rule: 
Never issue in a com(nand what yon can embody in a pleasant requut. 
The Spirit of I;-iberty is so frequently confounded with his twin brother, the 
Spirit of Rebellion, by men and women, we can scarcely wonder that boys 
and girls fall into the same error. And when a teacher's conduct challenges 
opposition,. can we wonder when their youthful charge cry out with all the 
vehement ardor of th'eir forefathers~".Down with Tyrants /" 
THE OBJECTS OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
SUPT. E. S. CARR, of CalifOinia, said in his address before the State Ed-ucational Convention of that state in October: 
"Do o~~ ~chools aim to confer either the ability or the distinction to eam 
an honest IVlng, to look upon labor as honorable, to detest vice and crime? 
I hold it to be a correct principle, that.while the common school does not aim 
to make farmers or mechanics, but leaves this to special schools thst it is the 
busine~ of the common schools (which educate the masses of~the industrial 
po~u!ationl to teach the elements of technical knowledge, both scientific and 
artistic. And I hold it to be quite as much the duty of the state and munici-
pal governments to provide special schools of an industrial character as to 
support high schools. And I hold that unless we can put a solid respect for 
useful labor into our schools, bring intelligence and moral power into direct 
relation to the neces~ary occupations of our people, we can hardly escape the 
conclusion that our IIlfluence as teachers is thrown upon the opposite side of 
the scale. We may teach by a negation that labor is menial; that it is credit · 
able to live upon the earnings of others; that certain kinds of theft and rob-
bery are in the line of social and political preferment. Let tl!e lack of moral 
instr.uction in our schools, the conduct of school boards, the daily pandemo-
nium on California street, the gambling pools and games which degrade our 
agricultural fairs and church festivals, each take its share iu the responsbility 
of debauching the children of California. Let the press take its rightful share, 
and cease to lay the entire burden at the school-room door. But let us pu ify 
ourselves of all blame. It is a delusion and a snare to expect a one·sided 
education to give a complete manhood and womanhood. It is a delusion to 
expect our tax-payers to keep on paying (aside from the cost of text-books and 
including interest on school property) $3,343,553.82 for schools, while jails, 
asylums, aIms-houses, and prisons are crowded with the vicious, the incapable, 
the criminal classes, without asking does public education pay in industnal 
power, in civic ability, in public and private virtue ? If it does not pay, what 
then? Will more classics, more abstract mathematics, more kn(Hvledge of Af-
rican capes and ancient wars mend the matter? Let us, for a time at least, 
take a new departure and direction, give more training and less cramming, 
impart more knowledge of things necessary to be known, assist the public 
mind to a cleater conception of the work to be done, and, above all, insist up-
on a well orgamzed, well paid, intelligent body of professional teachers to 
do it." 
INSTRUCTIONS TO TEACHEks. 
THE following was omitted thruugh oversight in publishing the instructions to ·students at the Whitewater Normal School a few weeks ago: 
" The Teachers of this Institution are urged to bear in mind that each has 
a share in the responsibility of promotlOg the MORAL and SOCIAL, as well as 
the itltellectual and pro/~ssional culture of its pupIls. To this end, they are 
requested to observe the following suggestions: 
"I. Be particnlar to see that order, ,ual1uss, mId propriety in all things 
are practiced by the students in the class rooms and while under your particu-
lar care. 
"2. Permit,1O lotmgi"g in the seats. Exercise and require cou,-tesy in all 
interCotlrse with the students, in the class room and elsewhere. Embrace 
every suitable occasion for incillcating sound pr~cep's in respect to habits and 
conduct. Bear in mind that the HABITS uf these pupils are to be formed as 
well as their minds trained and instructed. 
"3. Please see that there is no lack of system and order in the arrange-
ment of the furnitnre and apparatus employed in your rooms. Insist upon 
neatness on the part of Pte students. Be orderly in your own work. 
"4. Be cheerful, prompt, and vigorous in your manner of conducting your 
exercises. ALLOW NO TIME TO RUN TO WASTE. Act upon the theory that 
the class room is not the place to learll a lessoll, but rather the place to prove 
that it has beer: already leanud. Avoid lengthy dissertations. In th., main, 
let your pupils do the work. 
"5 . Promptly report all cases of confi rmed negligence, lack of courtesy, or 
other conduct unbecoming a student, at the faculty meetings, or to the Presi-
dent, to the end that proper corrective measures may be applied. 
"6. Begin and close your recitations promptly. Assign the work for the 
following day on the striking of the FIRST SIGNAL and never detain the class 
a moment after the SECOND SIGNAL. 
"7. Absence frOIll rec:t';tiom and /1"0111 school is not expected except for the 
most imperative reaSO/lS. Visitors should not be allowed in any manner to 
interrupt your work. 
"8. All teachers are expected to be in their respective rooms at lea.~t TWEN-
TY-FIVE MINUTES before the beginning of the morning session, to confer 
with such students as may desire consultation and to exercise all needful su-
pervision over them." 
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